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Introduction. I n the first par t of this paper ( § l - § 3 ) we study the 
special ization of a symmetr ic b i l inear or quadrat ic f o rm over a f ie ld K 
w i t h respect to a place X: K->Lvoo, prov ided the f o rm has "good reduc-
t i o n " . W e have to dist inguish between symmetr ic b i l inear and quadrat ic 
forms since we do not exclude fields of characterist ic 2. A t yp i ca l result 
obtained b y this theory is the fo l lowing: W e denote a symmetr ic bi l inear 
f o rm b y the corresponding symmetr ic ma t r i x of i ts coefficients. L e t k(t) 
be the f ie ld of ra t iona l functions i n independent variables t x , t r over 
a f ie ld k. Consider symmetr ic bi l inear forms (/#(*))> over k(t) whose 
coefficients fij{t)1 gkl(t) are polynomials . Assume tha t the fo rm (gki(t)) is 
represented b y (fq(t)). Assume further tha t c is a n r- tupe l i n Jf such 
that the f o rm (fij(c)) over k is non singular. I f charfc # 2 the fol lowing 
holds t rue : 
(i) I f also (gki(c)) is non singular, then this f o rm is represented b y 
[faie)) over k (see §2 ) . 
(ii) I f (gki(t)) is a diagonal ma t r i x w i t h m rows and columns and 
if c is a n o n singular zero of each po lynomia l g^t), then the f o rm (/#(£)) 
has W i t t index > m/2 if m is even and > (m+l )/2 i f m is odd (see§3). 
The assertion (i) may be considered as a general ization of the pr inciple 
of subst i tut ion of Cassels and Pf ister ([15], p. 365 ; [10], p . 20). A t the 
end of Sect ion 3 (Proposit ion 3.6) we shal l also generalize the subform 
theorem of Cassels and Pf ister ([15], p. 366; [10], p . 20). 
Us ing the result quoted above and a s imi lar result for charfc = 2 
we prove i n the last section § 4 a theorem about the polynomials i n k[t] 
which can occur as norms of s imi lar i ty over Jc(t) for a f ixed symmetr ic 
b i l inear fo rm defined over k. Special cases of this n o r m theorem have 
been used i n a cruc ia l way b y Arason and Pf ister i n [1] and b y E l m a n 
and L a m i n [5]. 
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I n general our results about quadrat ic forms are much less complete 
than those about bi l inear forms. 
A l though the language of forms is quite natura l to describe the 
ma in results of this paper, we use i n the body of the paper the geometric 
language of quadrat ic and bi l inear spaces, since the geometric language 
seems to be more suitable to understand the proofs. 
The theory developed here w i l l be appl ied i n a subsequent paper 
about the behavior of quadrat ic forms i n transcendental f ie ld exten-
sions [9]. 
§ 1. Preliminaries about bilinear and quadratic spaces. We recal l 
some standard notations and wel l -known facts about symmetr ic bi l inear 
and quadrat ic forms over a (not necessarily noetherian) local r i ng A. 
F o r proofs of statements g iven here w i thout further reference and moreover 
for the basic theory over arb i t rary commutat ive rings the reader may 
consult Chapter V of [3], [13], [7] and § 1 of [8]. I n the present paper 
essentially only the case that A is a f ie ld or a va luat ion r ing w i l l p lay 
a role. 
A free (symmetric) bilinear module (EjB) over A is a f in i te ly gen-
erated free ^.-module E equipped w i t h a symmetr ic bi l inear f o rm B: 
ExE->A. W e often denote (E, B) b y a symmetr ic mat r i x (a{j) w i t h a{j 
= B(x{, Xj) for some basis x19..., xn of E over A. W e say tha t (E, B) — 
or B — is non singulary or that (E, B) is a bilinear space, i f det(a^) lies 
i n the un i t group A* of Ar i.e. i f x\-^B{—, x) is a bi ject ion f rom E to 
the dua l module Hom^(_E, A). A free quadratic module (E, q) over A is 
a f in i te ly generated free ^.-module E equipped w i th a quadrat ic fo rm g, 
i.e. w i t h a mapp ing q: E-+A such that q(cx) = c2q(x) and B(x,y): 
— q(oc + y) — q(x) — q(y) is bi l inear i n x and for c i n JL, x and y i n E. 
W e say that {Er q) — or q — is non singular or that (E, q) is a quadratic 
space if the associated bi l inear f o rm B is non singular. A quadrat ic module 
(E, q) w i l l often be denoted b y a symmetr ic mat r i x [a#] i n square bracket 
w i t h au = q(Xi)j a{J = B(xiy Xj) if i # j , for some basis xx, xn of E. 
I f 2 is a un i t i n A there is no essential difference between quadrat ic and 
bi l inear modules, since then any bi l inear f o rm B corresponds to a unique 
quadrat ic f o rm q(x) = \B(x, x). 
F o r a free quadrat ic module we always denote the quadrat ic form 
b y the letter q and the associated bi l inear fo rm b y B as far as no con-
fusion is possible, and we often wri te E instead of (JE7, q). S im i l a r l y we 
denote the bi l inear fo rm of a free b i l inear module usual ly b y the letter B, 
and we often wri te E instead of (E, B). I f we use the word " space " w i thout 
further specif ication we regard bi l inear and quadrat ic spaces at the same 
t ime. The rank of a free f in i te ly generated J.-module V w i l l be denoted 
b y d i m V. 
Let 
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Le t q>: A-+A' be a homomorphism between (local) r ings (of course 
^(1) = i ) . F o r any free bi l inear or quadrat ic module E we denote b y 
.(p*(E) the JZ-module E^^A' equipped w i t h the b i l inear resp. quadrat ic 
form which is deduced f rom the form on E b y base extension ([4], § 1 
no 4, §3 no 4). W e often write E®AA' or E®A! instead of <p*(E) i f i t is 
elear wh i ch map q> is considered. 
Le t E be a free quadrat ic or bi l inear module over A. W e ca l l a sub-
module V of the JL-module E a direct submodule i f E = V@W w i t h some 
other submodule W ( © means the module sum, w i thout regarding forms). 
I f J . is a va luat ion r ing then for any submodule V of E the module V1 
consisting of a l l x i n E such that B(V, x) = 0 is a direct submodule, 
for E/Y1 is torsion free and f in i te ly generated and hence free. 
W e cal l the bi l inear or quadrat ic module E isotropic i f E has a direct 
submodule V # 0 which is totally isotropic, i.e. q(V) = 0 i n the quadrat ic 
case and B(VxV) = 0 i n the bi l inear case. I f E is not isotropic, we say 
E is anisotropic. Not ice that if A is a f ie ld any anisotropic bi l inear module 
over A must be a space, but that i n case char J . = 2 there exist aniso-
tropic quadrat ic modules wh ich are not spaces. 
A quadratic space E over A is cal led hyperbolic, i f E contains a to ta l l y 
isotropic direct submodule V such that VL = V. T h e n E is isomorphic 
to the orthogonal sum txH of t = .J-dimJE? copies of the hyperbolic plane 
E =|J Jj.- S im i l a r l y a bi l inear space E is cal led metabolic, i f J0 
tains a direct submodule V = T rJ-. A metabol ic b i l inear space is isomorphic 
to the orthogonal sum of spaces 
con-
w i th some a i n A. 
E v e r y quadrat ic resp. bi l inear space E has a n orthogonal decom-
posi t ion 
(*) E •= E0±2I 
w i t h E0 anisotropic and 31 hyperbol ic resp. metabol ic . N o w i n the quad-
rat ic case W i t t ' s cancel lat ion law is true, since J . is l o ca l [6], i.e. 
(1.0) E\ AG ^ I1* ±G =>FX g± F2 
for quadrat ic spaces F±,F2,G over A ("^" means " i somorph ic " ) . F u r -
thermore M ^ txH w i th some > 0. Thus i n the decomposit ion (*) 
the number t = J-dimitf and up to isomorphism the space E0 are uniquely 
determined b y E. W e cal l t t h e index of E and i<70 a kernel space of JE? and 
write t = indJS, J? 0 = Ker(.2?). I f is a/iWd of char 2 then i n the bi l inear 
ease the cancel lat ion law fails, but the space E0 i n (*) is up to isomorphism 
st i l l unique ly determined b y E ([7], § 8.2, [11]). W e again ca l l J^o a kernel 
space of E and t: = i d i m i l / the index of E and wr i te EQ = Ker ( i ? ) , 
t = inAE. 
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W e ca l l two bi l inear resp. quadrat ic spaces E and F over A equivalent, 
and write• E ~ F, i f there exist metabol ic resp. hyperbol ic spaces J f 
and N such that E± M ^ F±N. I f well-defined kernel spaces exist, 
this means Ker(E) ^ Ker( jF) . The equivalence class of a space E w i l l 
be denoted b y {E}. F o r any space E we denote b y —E the module E 
equipped w i t h the fo rm —B resp. —g, where B resp. q denotes the fo rm 
of the or ig inal space. The space E J_( —E) is always metabol ic resp. hyper-
bol ic . Thus the equivalence classes of bi l inear or quadrat ic spaces f o rm 
a n abel ian group under the addi t ion {E} + {F} = {E±F}, and the i n -
verse of a class {E} is {—E}. Th is group is called the Witt group W(A) 
of bi l inear spaces resp. the W i t t group Wq{A) of quadrat ic spaces over A. 
I n fact, W(A) is even a commutat ive r ing under the mul t ip l i ca t i on 
{E}. {F} == {E<g)F}. Here E<g> F denotes the tensor product of the A-modules 
E and F equipped w i t h the tensor product of the bi l inear forms of E 
and F ([4], § 1 no 9). (Furthermore Wq(A) is a Tf (A ) -module; we shal l 
not need this fact.) Clear ly a r ing homomorphism y: A-+A' (wi th <p(l) = 1 
of course) induces homomorphisms W(<p): W(A)-+W{A') and Wq(<p): 
Wq(A)->Wq(A') wh i ch map the class {E} of a space E to the class {^(2*7)}. 
W e now give a descript ion of the r ing W(A) b y generators and 
relations. A n y bi l inear space E over A wh ich contains an element x w i th 
B{x,x) i n A * has a n orthogonal basis, i.e. 
E ^(aj±...±(a17) , 
w i t h some a t i n A * . A s usual we denote the r ight h a n d side also b y (a1,... 
a n ) . Not ice that i f 2 is a uni t of A every bi l inear Äpace E # 0 con-
tains some # w i t h J3(#, a?) i n A * . A n y w a y for an arb i t rary loca l r i n g A 
the r ing W(A) is addi t i ve ly generated b y the classes {(a)} of spaces of 
rank one. W e write {a} instead of {(a)}. L e t G denote the group A*[A*2 
of square classes <a> = aA* 2 . W e have a r ing homomorphism O f rom 
the group r ing Z[G] onto W(A) mapping- (a) to {a}. L e t m denote the 
m a x i m a l ideal of A . The fol lowing wel l known theorem w i l l be used i n 
this paper only for tn = 0 . 
T H E O R E M 1.1 ([19], Satz 7, [7], §5, [8], §1 ) . Assume A/m contains 
more than two elements. Then the kernel of 0 is additively generated by the 
elements <<*>•+<•—<*> and the elements <a1y + (a2}--<b1y--<b2y such that 
(ax, a2) 9*'(&!, 62)> which is the case if and only if (axa^) = <&i&2> 
6 X = c2a1 + d*a2 with c and d in A. 
W e close this section w i th some remarks on quadrat ic modules. 
The fo l lowing generalization of W i t t ' s cancel lat ion theorem is an imme-
diate consequence of Satz 0.1 i n [6]. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 1.2. Let M and N be free quadratic modules over a local 
ring A and let G be a quadratic space over A. If G±N represents G±M 
then N represents M. 
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F o r any quadratic module E over a f ie ld K we ca l l the submodule 
consisting of a l l x i n E w i th 2? (a?, JE7) = 0 the quasilinear part of JE7. W e 
say that E is non degenerate i f the quasil inear par t of 25 is anisotropic 
(in difference to the terminology i n [6]). Not ice that i n the case cha r K ^ 2 
the quasilinear part of a non degenerate module E must be zero and 
thus E must be a space. A n y non degenerate quadrat ic module E over K 
has a decomposit ion 
B a r x [ i o ] 
I En 
wi th some r > 0 and E0 anisotropic (cf. [2], p. 160). B y Propos i t ion 1.2 
the number r and up to isomorphy the quadrat ic module EQ are unique ly 
determined b y E ([2]). We cal l r the index of E a n d E0 a kernel module 
of E. A n y m a x i m a l to ta l l y isotropic submodule V of E has r ank r. Indeed, 
7 has intersection zero w i th the quasil inear par t E of E. Thus E = B© 
© V@W w i t h some other module W. The module U = V@W must be 
a space. Thus V is contained i n a hyperbol ic space M cz U of rank 2 d i m F 
(e.g. [7], Satz 3.2.1). W e have E = J f X J i " 1 and J f x must be anisotropic 
due to the max ima l i t y of V. 
§ 2 . Good reduction of spaces. We consider a f i xed place A: K->Luco 
wi th X and i fields of arb i t rary characteristic. W e denote b y o the va lua-
t i on r ing of /, b y m the max ima l ideal of o and b y ja the restr ict ion o->2/ 
of A. 
L E M M A 2.1. Assume JI1 and 3I2 are (quadratic or bilinear) spaces 
over o such that ^ J/2<g>0jEL. Then Mx ~ M2. In the quadratic 
case even 31\ ^ 312. 
I f c h a r i # 2 there is of course no d is t inct ion between the quadrat ic 
and the bi l inear ease. 
P r o o f of L e m m a 2.1. Since o is a Prüfer r ing the maps Wq(o)-> 
-+Wq(K) and W(o)-*W{K) induced b y the inc lus ion o->K are injective. 
This is proved i n [7], § 1 1 , or [13], p. 93, i n the bi l inear case. 
(In [13] only Dedek ind rings are considered, bu t the proof holds for 
Prüfer rings.) The quadrat ic case can be settled i n the same way. Thus 
311 ~ 312. Since 31 ± and 312 have the same rank we obta in i n the quadrat ic 
case .JIX ^ 3I2 (see § 1). q.e.d. 
We say that a quadrat ic or bi l inear space E over K has good reduction 
wi th respect to A, if E contains a quadrat ic resp. b i l inear space over o 
of fu l l rank, i n other words, if E ^ 3I®0K w i t h some apace 31 over o. 
B y L e m m a 2.1 the space p*(3I) is up to W^tt-equivalence uniquely deter-
mined b y E. We denote the class i n W(L) b y A* {JE?}. I t clearly 
depends on ly of the class {E} i n W(K). I n the quadrat ic case b y L e m m a 2.1 
even the space /.i*(3I) over L is up to isomorphism unique ly determined 
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b y E, and w i l l be denoted by A* (JE). W e cal l A*(2?) the reduction or spe-
cialization of E w i th respect to A. Assume now that Charly = 2 and E 
is bi l inear. W e say that E has very good reduction, i f E contains a b i l inear 
space i f over o of fu l l r ank such that the space J/*/mi/ = i f ®o/m over 
o/m is anisotropic. Then for any other space i f ' over o of f u l l r ank con-
ta ined i n E we obta in f rom i f ' / m i f ' ~ i f /m i/ " that i / / m i f is isomorphic 
to a kernel space of i f ' / m i f ' (see § 1) and thus i f ' /mi f " ' ^ i f / m i f , since 
the ranks are equal. Thus also i f ' / m i f ' is anisotropic and p+(M) ^ /im(M'), 
W e again ca l l i u*( i f ) the reduct ion or special ization A* (2?) of 2?. 
The later E x a m p l e 2.6 (i) shows that i n the bi l inear case w i t h c t i a r i 
= 2 "good r educ t i on " is not enough to ensure the uniqueness of A* (2?). 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2.2. Let E = F ±G be an orthogonal decomposition of 
a space E over K. 
(i) If E and F have good reduction, then also G has good reduction and 
X*{E) = / * { i ? H / * { £ } . 
In the quadratic case even 
h{E) ^^(F)U*(G). 
(ii) Assume E is bilinear and c h a r i = 2 . If E has very good reduc-
tion and F has good reduction, then F and G both have very good reduction 
and again 
A*(2?) ^ A*(F)_LA*(G). . 
E e m a r k . W e shal l see i n § 3 (Proposit ion 3.2) that i n assertion (ii) 
the assumption that F has good reduct ion can be dropped. 
P r o o f . W e chose a decomposit ion G = G0±G1 w i t h G0 anisotropic 
and Gx hyperbol ic resp. metabol ic. I t is easy to f ind a space Bx over o 
of fu l l r ank i n Gx. I t remains to f ind such a space i n G0. C lear ly G0 is 
a kernel space of E±(—F). W e chose spaces i f , JN7 over o of fu l l r ank 
i n E and F. W e further chose a decomposit ion i f JL( — N) ^ B0±S into 
an anisotropic space B0 and a hyperbol ic resp. metabol ic space 8. The 
space 220®02T is again anisotropic (see [7], §11.1), hence 
B0®0E ^KeT(E±(-F)) ^G0, 
and G ^B®0E w i th B: = B0±B1. W e see that G has good reduct ion, 
and obta in f rom E ^ (N±B) ®0E, that /* {£ } = A* {F} + A* {G} and i n 
the quadrat ic case A* (2?) ^ X*(F) J_A*(G). 
Assume now that c h a r i = 2 and E is a bi l inear space w i t h very 
good reduct ion. Then NlmN'±B/mB is anisotropic. Thus bo th summands 
are anisotropic and assertion (ii) follows, q.e.d. 
I f i f and J\ T are quadrat ic or bi l inear free modules over a local r ing 
A, we say that i f is represented b y N and write i f < JSr, i f ^ c o n t a i n s 
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a direct submodule M' ( isomorphism respecting the forms). I f J f 
is a space th is impl ies X M ±T w i t h a suitable quadrat ic resp. b i l inear 
module T. Of course if X and i f are both spaces also T is a space. U p 
to the last par t of this section we shall on ly deal w i t h representations 
of spaces b y spaces. 
C O R O L L A R Y 2 . 3 . Assume A is a regular local ring with quotient field 
K and maximal ideal 9ft and that JH and J V are spaces over A. 
(i) In the quadratic case M®AK < X®AK implies M/3JIM < N/WIN. 
(ii) If 2 € 301 the same holds true in the bilinear case, if in addition N/WIN 
is anisotropic. 
P r o o f . I t is easy to construct a place A: K-+A/Soluoo wh i ch on A 
coincides w i th the evident map A-+A/3JI. I n fact, let tlf ...,tr denote 
a regular system of parameters of A. W e show the existence of A b y i n -
duct ion on r. I f r = 1 take the canonical place associated w i t h the va lua-
t i on r ing A. Assume now r > 1 and let p denote the pr ime ideal Atr. 
Clearly Ap is a va luat ion r ing and L: = Av/pAp may be regarded as 
the quotient f ie ld of the r ing A/p, wh ich is again regular. B y induct ion 
hypothesis there is a place a : L-*AfiBtuoo wh i ch coincides on Afp 
wi th the evident map from Afp to A/SR. L e t ß: K-^Luoo denote the 
canonical place associated w i th Ap. The place A = aoß full f i l ls our re-
quirements. 
We now obta in the assertions of Corol lary 2 . 3 app l y ing Propos i t ion 
2 .2 w i th E: = X®AK, F: = M®AK and 0 a space over K such that 
E g*F±G. q.e.d. 
E e m a r k s 2A. (a) I f i n par t (ii) of Coro l lary 2 . 3 we do not assume 
that is anisotropic, then i t st i l l can be shown that J f/2RJ f is 
"s tab ly represented" b y N/WIN, i.e. J f/9KJf_L# is represented b y 
XjyRN±S for some space S over AjWl. 
(b) I t is unknown whether for a regular l oca l r i ng A w i t h quotient, 
f ield K the canonical maps W(A)->W(K) and Wq(A)->Wq(K) are i n -
fective. Corol lary 2 . 3 gives a smal l h in t that th is might be true. 
A s a special case of Corol lary 2 .3 we obta in 
C O R O L L A R Y 2 . 5 (Pr inciple of subst i tut ion) . Let (/#(*)) and 
(ffia(t))i<itftem be symmetric matrices of polynomials in an arbitrary number 
r of variables t. = (tt,.... tr) over an arbitrary field Jc. Let further c = {cx,..., cr) 
be an r-tuple with coordinates ct in a field extension L of k. 
(i) If the quadratic modules [gki(c)] and [/#(<?)] over L are nonsingular 
and if the module [gki(t)] over k(t) is represented by •[/#(<)], then [gkl(c)] 
is represented by [/^(c)]. 
(ii) The analogous statement holds for the bilinear modules (gki(t))y 
(fn(t))> (9ki(e))i {fij(c)) tf w e assume in the case charfc = 2 in addition 
that (fij(c)) is anisotropic. 
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P r o o f . [gkl(t)] resp. (gki(t)) is a fort ior i represented by [/#($)] resp. (/#(*)) 
over £(J). Thus i t suffices to consider the case L = 7;. 2sow app ly Coro l lary 
2.3 w i t h A = ftp]p, where p denotes the ideal of ftp] generated b y — c 1 9 
. . . , ^ — c r . q.e.d. 
B e n i a r k . Corol lary 2.5 (ii) is i n the case m = 1 and a l l fi}{t) con-
stant the wel l known principle of subst i tut ion of Cassels and Pf ister 
([15], p. 365, [10], p. 20). I n this case no addi t ional assumption is needed 
i f char ft = 2. I n fact, we may assume again that L = ft. L e t E denote 
the space (/#) over ft. W e consider a decomposition 
* - * 4 * S) ^ f r i) H I J) 
w i t h E0 anisotropic and m in ima l r. Then the subspace 
i = E0±(a1, «r) 
is anisotropic. (#n(/)) is already represented b y E<g>k(t), and our Corol lary 
2.5 shows that (gu(c)) is represented b y E, hence by E. 
E X A M P L E S 2.6. (i) Assume ft is a f ie ld of Charakteristik 2 wh ich is 
not perfect, and let a be an element of ft which is not a square. Then 
w i t h one var iable t the spaces (1,'1 + ai 2 ) and [a. a(l + at2)) over ft(t) are 
isomorphic. Subst i tut ing £ = 0 we obta in the spaces (1,1) and (a, a) 
over ft, wh ich are not isomorphic. (1, l + at2) represents (a) over k(t) 
but (1,1) does not represent (a) over ft. This shows that even for m = 1 
a n addi t ional assumption is needed i n Corol lary 2.5 (ii) i f char ft = 2 
and the f{j(t) are not constant. 
(ii) F o r m = 2 and char ft = 2 already an addit ional assumption is 
needed if a l l f{j are constant. F o r example w i th the element a f rom 
above the spaces (1 ,1 , a) and (a + t% a + t2, a) over k(t) are isomorphic 
(see [11], Theorem 3, or [7], Satz 8.3.1). Thus (1 ,1 , a) represents the 
anisotropic space (a, a + t2) over k(t). B u t (1 ,1 . a) does not represent 
(a, a) over ft. Indeed, otherwise (1 ,1 , a) wou ld be isomorphic to (a, a, a) 
wh ich is absurd, since (a, a, a) does not represent (1). 
W e now want to prove a general ization of Propos i t ion 2.2 i n the 
quadrat ic case. A s above let /: K->Luoo denote a f ixed place w i th 
va luat ion r i ng o. W e tac i t l y assume up to the end of this section that 
c h a r i = 2, since otherwise L e m m a 2.8 and Proposi t ion 2.9 below are 
already proved. 
L E M M A 2.7. Let N be a free quadratic module over o such that NJmN 
is non degenerate. Then N is maximal among the lattices Is' over o in N®K 
with q{N') c o. 
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P r o o f . There exists some decomposit ion 
T / T T U V = Nt±N2 
wi th JN^ a space over o/m and N 2 the quasil inear par t of NjmN. This 
decomposition can be l i f ted to a decomposition N = J ^ i J J V ^ (^.g. [6], 
p. 259). Since ÄF2 is anisotropic i t is easily seen tha t N2 is the set of a l l z 
i n the submodule y2®K of E w i t h g (z )€0. INOW assume that a? is a vector 
i n E such tiiat:g(jV + o#) is s t i l l contained i n o. W e have x=xx + x2 w i t h 
i n jSf{®E. Clearly 5(a?, A7^) =\B(a?1 ? J ^ ) <= o. Th is implies a^cS^, 
since JVY is a space. Thus X + ox = ^ + 0 0 ^ . I n par t i cu lar q(x2)eo, which 
implies ^2€-ÄT 2, as states above. This completes the proof, q.e.d. 
L E M M A 2.8. Let 31 and N be free quadratic modules over 0 such that 
i f / m J f and 'NjvxN are non degenerate. Assume that N®K represents If<g>2L 
Then J^/miV* represents 3Ifm3I. If 31 is a space over 0 or if N/mN is ani-
sotropic, then even N represents 31. 
P r o o f , (a) W e shortly wri te M for M/mM, N for F/mN, and Jc for 
o/m. W e f irst consider the special case that 31 is a space over 0 and have 
to show I f < J. B y Propos i t ion 1.2 i t suffices to prove 31 J_( — M) < JV_L 
_ L ( - J f ) . JSOW 
3I±(-3I) a r x [ j J] 
for s o m e r > 0. Thus we see again by Propos i t ion 1.2 tha t i t suffices to 
prove our assertion i n the special case 31 ^ ^ jj, wh i ch we consider 
now. 
W e regard N as a latt ice of E: = N<g>K. Since Ü7 represents a hyper-
bol ic plane, there exists some x i n N w i t h q (x) = 0 and ox a direct summand 
of the o-module X The ideal B(x,N) of 0 is f in i te ly generated, thus 
B(x, J¥) = ao w i th some a == 0 i n 0 . Assume a em. Then one immediate ly 
sees, that g takes on'N + a^xo only values i n 0 . Th i s contradicts L e m m a 
2.7. Thus aeo* and there exists some y i n N w i t h B(x, y) = 1 . (This is 
a ve ry classical argument, see e.g. [14], p. 235). The submodule ox + oy 
of N. is non singular and i n part icu lar a direct summand of N. Fur ther -
more ox + oy is isotropic and thus hyperbol ic . 
(b) W e now consider the general case. A s expla ined i n the proof 
of L e m m a 2.7, we have a decomposit ion 21 = 3I1)L_M2 w i t h Mx a space 
over 0 and B(II2 x 312) <= nt. W e know by par t (a) of the proof tha t M1 < JV, 
and thus JV ^ 3I1±F2 w i th some quadrat ic module JV 8 . B y Propos i t ion 
1.2 we obta in f rom 31 ®K < N®K that l/ 2 ®JBL < N2®K. I t suffices 
to show that 3I2jm3I2 is represented b y j$r2lmN2. W e thus have reduced 
the proof to the special case that B (11x31) c m i n add i t i on to the assump-
tions of the proposit ion. 
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W e again regard J as a latt ice i n E: = IS7® K and regard i f as 
a latt ice i n F: = i f ® IT. We assume wi thout loss of general ity that J 7 
is a submodule of Ü7 over K. N o w the intersection Xt: = 3 7 n J P is con-
ta ined i n i f since i f is the set of a l l z i n F w i th i n o. B y the elemen-
ta ry div isor theorem there exists a basis . . . ,% m of J f and a basis 
Vu Vm °* ^1 s u ° k * b a * 3/i ^ a t ^ ' w ^ a i ^ n o. W e m a y assume that 
there is some s i n [0, m] such that a{ = 1 for 1 < i < $ and c^cm for 
$ < i < m. I f s = m, then J T 2 = i f and thus i f < J\ T . Cer ta in ly s = m 
i f N is anisotropic. Since now we assume s < m. L e t V denote the image 
of the direct summand Nr of A 7 i n N. Since J B ( i f x i f ) c m we have 
5 ( 1 ! x f j) c tn and thus B(YxY) = 0. L e t a{ denote the image of 
q(%i) i n k. Then 
(*) l ^ W i . . . i W , 
and 
F a W l . . . i W l ( ^ ^ ) x [0]. 
L e t further V0 denote the intersection of Y w i th the quasil inear par t B 
of N. Since V0 is an anisotropic submodule of Y. c learly F 0 is represented 
b y i.e. 
(**) 
w i t h J = d im Y0 and suitable elements c 1 ? i n fc*. (Bead Y0 for 
the r ight h a n d side i f t = *.) Thus we have a decomposit ion V = V0±U 
where U is a submodule of Y w i t h 
CT [Ci] 1 . . • 1 [c,-*] _ L (m - s) x [0]. 
(The [c t] have to be omit ted if t = Ä.) N O W we choose a submodule TP 
of N such that 
jsr = B,@u®w = i?±(i7eF). 
The submodule P : == [/©TT must be a space. L e t um_t denote 
a basis of U w i t h g(^) = ct for 1 < i < 5 — and q(Ui) = 0 for 5 — J < i 
^m — t. Since J3( CT xZ7) == 0, we can f ind elements £m_* i n P 
such tha t J3 fZj) = 0 and J B (^ , %) = for i and j i n [1, m — t] (e.g. [7], 
Satz 3.2.1). Thus we f ina l ly obta in a decomposition 
N ^B±(ku1 + kz1)±...±(kum^ + kzm^t)±Q 
w i t h some space Q. N o w J B represents Y0 and JcUi+kZf represents [ c j 
for 1 < i < $ — t. F o r s — t < i ^ m — t the space fc^ + ft^- is hyperbol ic 
a n d certa inly represents [a < + < ] . W e see that JV5 indeed represents i f , 
since b y (*) and (**) 
M F o l [ o 1 ] i . . . i [ v / ] l [ a s + 1 ] l . . . l K ] . 
q.e.d. 
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Quadratic and symmetric bilinear forms, and a norm theorem 
W e say that a quadratic module E over K has nearly good reduction 
wi th respect to A: A % X U C O , if J? contains a quadrat ic o-module M of 
fu l l rank w i th 31/mil/ non degenerate. We then denote by A* (22) the 
quadratic module ,u+(JI) over L w i th ,u: o->£ the restr ict ion of A. B y 
the just proved Lemma 2.8 the quadrat ic module /.*(JE7) depends up 
to isomorphy only on E and A. 
We now obtain from L e m m a 2.8 the fo l lowing generalization of 
Proposi t ion 2.2 for quadratic modules: 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2.9. If E and F are quadratic modules over K with 
nearly good reduction ivith respect to A: I I—> iuoo , and if F < E, then 
A*(F)<A*(E). 
C O R O L L A R Y 2.10. The assertion (i) of Corollary 2.3 remains true if 
for the quadratic modules 31 and X occurring there we only assume that 3IjyjtM 
and X/yjlN are non degenerate. The assertion (i) of Corollary 2.5 remains 
true if the word "non singular1 there is replaced by unon degenerate". 
§ 3 . Subspaces w i th bad reduction. A s i n § 2 we consider a f ixed 
place A : ' Ü L - > i u o o . The fol lowing theorem is wel l -known i n the special 
case that the va luat ion r ing o of A has rank 1, see [7], § 12, and for o dis-. 
crete also [17] and [13]. Chapter I V . § 1. W e shall prove it b y generalizing 
the argument given i n [13]. 
T H E O R E M 3.1. There exists a unique additive map W(K)->W(L) 
with A* {a} = {/.(a)} for every a in K* such that A(a) ===0, oo7 and with 
A*{a} = 0 for every a in K* such that ?.(ac2) = 0 or oo for every c in K*. 
P r o o f . W e may assume wi thout loss of generality that L = o/m 
and A: J L - K L U O O . i s the canonical place associated w i th o. W e may fur-
ther assume m == 0. .since else the theorem is t r i v i a l . Then certainly K 
is inf inite and we can apply Theorem 1.1 w i th A = K. The image of an 
element a of o i n L w i l l be denoted by ä. We have a wel l defined addit ive 
map .1 from the group r ing Z[G]. G: = K*jK*2, to W(L) w i th /l<a> 
= {ä} i f a in o*, and A (a = 0 if the square class (a} does not conta in a 
uni t of o. Clearly this map .1 vanishes on a l l elements <a> — < — a} w i th a 
i n IC Accord ing to Theorem 1.1 our theorem w i l l be proved if we show 
that A vanishes on an arb i t rary element 
\sents [Ci] 
lyperbol ic 
sents Mf 
wi th (aly a.2) ^ ( % , a t). If none o f : the square classes contains a un i t 
of o, this is evident. Thus we assume without loss of. generality a^o*. 
Then z = \ax) y w i th an element 
y = 1 + <c> — <ft> — \bc^ 
such that (1, e) ^ (6, be), wh ich means 6 =u*-+v2c w i th suitable ele-
ments uj v of K. F o r arb i t rary elements a i n o* and x i n Z[G] we clearly 
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have A((a}x) = {a}A(x). Thus it suffices to prove A(y) = 0. We assume 
that both u and v are # 0 , since otherwise already y = Ö. 
W e first consider the case that c lies i n o * . Then 
Mv) =(l-r{c})A(l-<b)). 
W e have noth ing to prove if .{c} = {—1}. Thus we assume i n addi t ion 
{c} # { — 1 } /wh i ch means that the space (1, c) over L is anisotropic. 
Changing b b y a square we further assume that u and v bo th lie i n o but 
not both i n m. Since (1, c) is anisotropic, we have b = .ü2 + cv2 ^ 0 and 
A(y) = (i + {c})(l-{ü* + c&}) 0. 
W e now consider the remaining case that < c does not contain 
a un i t of o. Then u~2v2c is not a unit and thus either b = u2(l + d) or b 
= t , 2 e ( l - fd ) w i th some d i n m. Hence J (1 — b ) = 0 or = '1 — {c} and 
A(y ) 0 in both subcases. q;e.d. 
E e m a r k . F o r a bil inear space E over T T w i th good reduction the 
element /*{!?} constructed i n §2 is the same element as the image of 
{E} under the map /* constructed now. This follows easily f rom the fact, 
that for every space 31 over o at least the space J / _ ( l ) has the form 
( « ! , . . . , a f) w i th a( i n o* (cf. §1) . 
The map W(K)->W(L) gives some information ' about spaces 
w i th good reduct ion which contain subspaces w i th bad reduction, i.e. not 
good reduct ion. 
P P W O P O S I T I O N 3.2. Let E be a bilinear space over K with good reduction. 
(i) Assume e h a r i # 2 . If E, represents a space ..., bm) ßiich that 
?,(b{c2) = 0 or oo for each b{and every c in K*. then /*(£) has. index ^ {m/2}. 
(As usual {m/2} denotes the least integer > ml2.) 
(ii) If c h a r i = 2 and E has very good reduction, then each subspace 
of E also has very good reduction. 
P r o o f , (i) JE? ^  , . . , -& m , c 2 wi th some c{ i n K*. Thus 
h{E} = ?^{{c11 . . . , c „ _ m ) } . F r o m the definition-.of /.* it is clear that the 
equivalence class of /„*(£) contains a space of rank < )t—m. This means 
t h a t A * ( E ) has an index ^ {m/2}. 
(ii) E must be anisotropic since E has very good reduct ion. Thus 
certainly every subspace of E has an orthogonal basis. If E would con-
ta in a subspace w i th bad reduction, then E would contain a space (b) 
of rank one such that /-(6c2) 0 or oo fcr al l c in K*. B u t then we see 
again, that A*(J?) is equivalent to a space of lower rank. This contradicts 
the assumption that /*(£) is anisotropic. X o w the assertion follows f rom 
Propos i t ion 2.2 (ii). q.e.d. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 3.3. Let (fi}(t)\'.be a symmetric (n, nymatrix of polyno-
mials fij(t)€k[tl1 ir] over an arbitrary field Jc, and gx(t), gm(t) be ni 
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further polynomials in l:[t]. Assume c = (cx, cr) is an r-tuple with 
coordinates in a field extension L of k such that det{fij(c)) ^ 0, and that c 
is a non singular zero of each gpJ i.e. gp(c)•=. 0, (dgpjdtq)(c) # 0 with some q 
depending on p. Then if the space (/#(*)) o v e r k(t) represents the space 
lgi(t)> the space {fij(c)) over L has an index > {m/2}. 
P r o o f . As i n the proof of Coro l lary 2.5 we may assume L = k. Ii 
r = 1. then our proposit ion follows immediate ly f rom Propos i t ion 3.2 by 
use of the place A: k(tl)-*k\jcG over k (i.e. A is the ident i ty on Jc) w i th 
}9(tx) = c1. Assume now r > 1. We first consider the case that & is inf inite. 
Then there exists an /-tuple (alJ...,ar) i n Jcr such that 
r 
^«q(0gpidtq)(c) ==0 
for 1 <J p < m. Thus performing a suitable l inear transformation of coor-
dinates w i th coefficients i n k we m a y assume (dgpjdt^(c) ^ 0 for 1 < p < m. 
Let & denote the (/• —l ) - tuple (c2, ..., cr). There exists a place a: k(t) 
- > h " ( y u x over fc(^) w i th afa) - e4- for 2 '<* < r. (Cf. the proof of Corol-
l a r y . 2.3 w i th A the local r ing of k{h)[U. ..., tr] corresponding to V . ) 
Using the map A*: IFfÄ;(^)) —^TF(Ä*(#x)) we see that the space (fii(t11cr)) 
over fc^) is equivalent to a space 
if/iCivO? gm(tu <*•')> hi(ti)< . 
wi th some polynomials JiP(ti) and w — (If m = omit the Jip.) 
Let A: kit^-^ku CSJ denote the place over k w i t h A(^) = cx. Then using 
•A*: T F f k ^ l - ^ - T F ^ ) we see that, since a l l A*{^(^, c')}, 1 < i < m, are 
zero, the space•(/.,-;(e)|. over 7J is equivalent to a space of rank < n — m. 
This means that the index of this space is > {m/2}. 
Assume now that k is f inite. Le t u denote an indeterminate over k. 
By. .what has been proved the space (fij(c)) is equivalent over k(u) to 
a space of rank < n — m. A p p l y i n g ß * : W{k(u))->W(k) w i th some i^lace 
•ß: h{u)—^kuco over Avwo see that lfij(c)) is over k equivalent to a space 
of rank //^ . q.e.d. 
E e in a r k . If eliar// — 2 the proof could have been shortened by 
apply ing first the principle of subst i tut ion and then Propos i t ion 3.2 (i). 
PROPOSITION 3A. Assume E is a quadratic module over K ivJiicli Jias 
nearly good reduction ivith respect to A: K->Luoc. Further assume that F 
is a submodule of K with /.\q(x)) = 0 or co for every x in F. TJien A*(ü7) 
lias an index dimF. 
P r o o f . L e t X denote a module over o of fu l l rank i n E w i th X/mX 
non degenerate and let 31 denote the intersection XnF. Then X = 31 ©31' 
wi th some .other submodule 31' of X. The image M of 31 i n X/mX is 
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a submodule of the same rank as J F w i th q(M)=- 0, since q(oc)€m for 
a l l x i n I f . This implies the assertion (see §1) . q.e.d. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let (/,-;($)) be a symmetric matrix of polynomials 
fij(t) in k[t] - k[tx, , . . , t r ] and g^t), ...,gm(t) be m further polynomials 
in k[t]. Assume that c = (c 1 ? . . . . cr) is an r-tuple tvith coordinates c{ in 
a field extension L of k, such that the quadratic module [fij(c)] over L is 
non degenerate, all gp(c) = G, and the matrix (dgpjdtq)(c) has rank m. Assume 
further that the module over k(i) represents [gi(t)]±... __[gm(t)]. 
Then ijie module [fij(c)] over L has index ^ in. 
P r o o f . W e may assume k = L. Fu r the r replacing* the variables t{ b y 
t{ — c{ we assume c =• 0. F i n a l l y subjecting the t£ to a suitable l inear 
transformation w i th coefficients in k we assume 
(dgßldtQ)(0) = <5 
for 1 ^  p < m, 1 < q < r. We consider the field I\ = s) w i th an in -
determinate s over k(t), and the subfield 7;(K) = k(u1, ...,ar) of JL w i th 
if. = / .s " 1 . L e t / denote the place from K = k(u, s) to Ä-(Y/) over. 
which maps 5 to 0. Eegard ing the module 
-F = [<M()] 
over I i , we shall prove below: 
(**) = 0 or cv for a l l # i n JP 
Since the module [fij(t)] OYQY K represents P . a n d /.(/,) = 0 for 1 < i < v.. 
i t then follows by Propos i t ion .3.4, that the module [/y(0)] over k(u) 
has index > m. B y Corol lary 2.10 also the module [/0(0)] over A: has 
index > m. 
We now prove •(**)• F o r any x ^ 0 i n F the va lue g(«r) has the form 
ZN~l w i th 
m 
X == h(u, s)2, Z.== J T ^ - N , « ) 2 f f f ( « i « , ...,*/>.*),. 
Ä(W, *) and a f(w, « ) denoting polynomials i n s] such that 7*(u, « ) : ^ 0 
and not a l l a* (M, *) = 0 . We now regard the af(u, s) as polynomials i n s 
wi th coefficients i n k[u]. F o r some 1^0 we may write for 1 < f < r 
a{(y, s) = b{(M)sz + higher terms', 
w i th at least one b{(u) # 0 . B y (*) the lowest term of gi(u18,'...,'ti:r8) 
wi th respect to s is u{s. Thus the lowest t e rm of Z is c(w)$ : 
w. 
c(u) = y^biWUi, 
, 2 / - r l wi th 
provide 
degree 
the low 
O n the 
X(ZX~' 
W( 
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i n £[/]. 
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2>artf of 
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Pfister 
now fc 
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w i th a. 
If h(t) 
l inear 
q(oc)€xn for 
polynomials 
polynomials 
(mates ci in 
•)•] over L is 
k m. Assume 
riables %i b y 
table l inear 
w i th an in--
j of K w i th 
) over k(u) 
r 1 < i < r, 
] over k(u) 
over k has 
as the form 
•h(ii, s) ^ 0 
.omials i n s 
'C i < r 
'iSj ..., urs) 
1 w i t h 
provided c(u) ^ 0. B u t a glance on the t e rm of lowest (or highest) t o ta l 
degree i n the po lynomia l c(u) makes evident, that indeed c(u) # 0. Thus 
the lowest degree w i tu respect to s occurring i n the po lynomia l Z is 21+1. 
On the other hand the lowest degree of N is a n even number. Clear ly 
A(ZN~]) = 0 or = oo. q.e.d. 
We now consider the fo l lowing s i tuat ion : (/#(£)) is a bi l inear space 
over k(t) = tr) w i th indeterminates t{ and the f{j(t) polynomials 
in k[t]. Fur the r g(t) is a po lynomia l i n k[t], wh i ch is represented b y the 
space {fij(t)) over k(t). F i n a l l y c is an r-tupel w i t h coordinates i n a f ie ld 
extension L of k such that the bi l inear module (fq(c)) over L is non s in-
gular and g(c) = 0 . If the zero c of g is non singular, then b y Propos i -
t ion 3 .3 the space (/#(c)) over L must be isotropic. B u t if c is a singular 
zero then i t may very wel l happen that (fij(c)) is anisotropic. The follow-
ing Proposi t ion 3 .6 deals w i th this case. E e c a l l that any bi l inear module 
E over L has a decomposit ion 
E ^ FAX x (0) 
w i th F a non singular bi l inear module, wh ich u p to isomorphism is u n i -
quely determined b y E. W e cal l F the non singular part of E. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 3 .6 . Assume Char ft # 2 and that in the situation described 
above (fij(c)) is an anisotropic space over L and in particular c is a sin-
gular zero of g. Then the space (ftj(c)) over L represents the non singular 
part of the bilinear module (apq), over L with 
%q = i(d2g/dtpdtq)(c).. 
E e m a r k . I n the special case that a l l /#(£) are constant, g(t) is a quad-
rat ic form, and c = 0, Propos i t ion 3 .6 is the wel l k n o w n subform theorem 
of Cassels and Pfister ([10], p. 20). I n fact, the theorem of Cassels and 
P f ister provides the ma in step i n the proof of Propos i t ion 3 . 6 , wh ich 
now follows. 
P r o o f . We proceed on a s imi lar way as i n the proof of Propos i t ion 3.5. 
Without loss of generality we assume k = L and c = 0. Le t 
h(t) = Yapqtptq 
denote the Hessian form of g(t), w i th the apq f rom above. W e have 
g(t) = h(t) + c(t) 
wi th a po lynomia l c(t) wh i ch on ly contains monomials of to ta l degree ^ 3 . 
I f h(t) = 0, there is noth ing to prove. Thus we assume after a suitable 
l inear transformation of coordinates that for some index m i n [1, r] a l l 
apq w i th p > m or q > m are zero and the ma t r i x (apq), 1 < p, q < m 
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has determinant 0. I f m < r we obta in by the pr incip le of subst i tu-
t ion 2.5, that the space (/^(tu tmJ 0, .... 0)) over A*(*x, tm) repre-
sents g{tXJ 0, 0). Thus we may assume wi thout loss of gener-
a l i ty f rom the beginning, that the space (aPQ) over k is non singular. 
W e again consider the fields K =k(t,s) = k(u, s) and k(n) con-
structed i n the proof of Proposi t ion 3.5. The space 
over K represents the element 
s~~2g(t) = h(u) + sc(u, s) 
wi th c(u, s) a po lynomia l i n s]. Subs t i tu t ing the value 0 for s we 
see b y 2.5, that the space (/ (^O)) over k(u) represents h(u). S o w the 
subform theorem of Cassels and Pf ister yields that the space (/#(())) 
over k represents the space (apq) over k. q.e.d. 
§ 4 , The norm theorem. We consider a f ixed bi l inear or quadrat ic 
module E over an arb i t rary field it. We cal l an element a of V a norm 
of Ü7, if (a)®E ^ J?, i.e. i f a is the norm of a s imi lar i ty transformation 
of JB. (If E is quadrat ic w i th associated quadrat ic fo rm q then (a)<g>E 
denotes the module E w i th the quadrat ic form aq.) The set of norms 
of E is a group JST(E) which contains a l l squares i n k*. 
The m a i n goal of this section is to prove the Theorem 4.2 below 
about the norms of E®k(t) w i th k(t) = k(tu tr) the f ie ld of ra t iona l 
functions i n an arb i t rary number r of variables tx, ..., tr over k. F o r any 
po lynomia l f(t)ek[t] we denote by /* the coefficient of the highest mo-
nomia l occurr ing i n f(t) w i th respect to the lex igraphical ordering. 
( t? 1 . . . # v> # . . . ^  i f and only if the first difference ^ - 6 , ^ 0 is > 0.) 
W e say tha t / is normed if /* = 1 . Not ice that this not ion depends on 
the chosen ordering t t > t2>-.... >tr of the variables. W e further f i x 
the fo l lowing notations for this section if r > 1: K denotes the f ie ld k(f) 
wi th V = (t2f 2r), deg x / denotes the degree of / as a po lynomia l of 
K[txl 
W e shal l need the fol lowing 
L E M M A 4.1. Assume that E is an anisotropic bilinear or quadratic 
module # 0. If a polynomial f{t)ek[t] is a norm of E®k(t) then the highest 
monomial occurring in f(t) has the form t™1 ... ifr with even exponents m{. 
Furthermore f* is a norm of E. 
W e prove the lemma by induct ion on r. Assume first r = 1 and 
write t instead of tx. W e consider the place /.: k(t)->kuoo over k w i t h 
X(t) = oo. Clear ly E®k(t) represents an element af(t) w i th a i n k*. I f 
deg/ would be odd, then the Proposit ions 3.2 and 3.4 wou ld imp l y that E 
is isotropic. Thus deg/ is an even number m, and hence 
E®k(t)& (rmf(t))®(E®k(t)). 
Fürthen 
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every n 
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>t of norms 
11 4 .2 below 
I of ra t iona l 
r Jc. F o r any 
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i l ordering. 
- 0 is > 0.) 
depends on 
further f i x 
he f ie ld k(t') 
»lynomial of 
<»• quadratic 
•>• /Aa Jiighest 
ponents m{. 
r = 1 and 
over A: w i th 
a i n A*. If 
np l y tha t E 
Furthermore ).{rmf(t)) =/*. Thus by comput ing — E using 
the r ight hand side of (.*) we obta in E ^ (f*)®E. 
Assume now r > 1, and let Ä €&[£'] denote the highest coefficient 
of / as a po lynomia l of K[tx]. F r o m the case r = 1 we obta in that degj 
is even and h is a norm of E®K. X o w apply the induct ion hypothesis 
to It. q.e.d. 
F o r any irreducible po lynomia l p(t) in k[t] we denote by Jc(p) the 
funct ion f ield over Jc of the var iety of zeros of p(i), i.e. the quotient field 
of k[t]ftp(t)). 
T H E O R E M 4 . 2 . Assume that E is an anisotropic bilinear space ^ 0 
over Jc and tJiat p(t) is a normed irreducible polynomial in Jc[t±, ..., tr]. 
TJwn the following are equivalent: 
(i) p(t) is a norm of E®k(t). 
(ii) p(t) divides a square free polynomial f(t) {i.e. g2(t)\f{t) => g(t) 
= const}, which is a norm of E®k(t). 
(iii) E®k(p) ~ 0 . 
If char Jc # 2 we may replace i n this theorem — and simi lar ly i n 
L e m m a 4 .1 — the assumption ~E an isotrop ic " b y "E not hyperbol ic 5 1 , 
since E®k(t) and Kei(E)®k(t) = Ker (E®k(t)) have the same norm 
group. 
Clear ly Theorem 4 .2 and L e m m a 4 .1 i m p l y 
C O R O L L A R Y 4 . 3 . Assume E is an anisotropic bilinear space ^ 0 over Jc. 
Then a polynomial f{t)€k\tlf .... ir] is a norm of E®k(t) if and only if f* 
is a norm of E and E®k(p) ~ 0 for all normed irreducible pek[t] ichich 
divide f ivitJi an odd power. 
W e shall prove Theorem 4 .2 by induct ion on r and consider f irst 
the case r = 1. Wr i te t instead of tx. The assertion (i) => (ii) is t r i v i a l . 
To prove (ii) =>(iii) we consider the canonical place lp: k(t)->k(p)uco 
over Jc associated to p. A p p l y i n g the map (Ap)# f rom W(k(t)) to W(k(p)) 
to the equation 
{(1, -/)} '{E®k(t)} =0 
we obta in {E®k(p)} = 0 , as desired. To prove (iii) =>(i) we consider for 
every normed po lynomia l rz i n Jc[t] the map 
9.,: W(k(t)) ^W{k(n)) 
defined by 
As is wel l known ( [ 12 ] , Theorem 5 .3 ) the sequence 
(A) 
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is exact. (We shal l not need the surject ivity of (d„).) Fur thermore i t is 
evident that a sp l i t t ing of this sequence is given (for example) b y the 
map ßoo)*: W(k(t))-+W(k) which comes f rom the place /.«,: k(t)->ku<x> 
over k w i th t h-»oo. W e consider the element 
z: = { ( 1 , -p)}-{E®k(t)} 
of W(k(t)). Clearly dn(z) = 0 for a l l n ^p and b y assumption also dp(z) 
= — {E<g>k(p)} = 0. F i n a l l y we want to show (/.J*^) = 0 . Then i t is 
clear that s = 0, wh ich means, that p is a norm of E(&k(t), as desired. 
B y a theorem of Springier E remains anisotropic over any f inite 
f ield extension of k of odd degree. ([10], Springer's argument is also 
va l i d if charfc = 2, bo th for the quadratic and bi l inear case.) Thus p 
must have even degree. Since p is normed we obta in (/«,)* {?>} = {1} 
wh ich implies (/*«,)* (s) = 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2 
for r = 1. 
Assume now r> 1 and that Theorem 1.2 is true for r — 1. This t ime 
we prove first ( i )o ( i i ) and then ( i ) o ( i i i ) for r variables. W e use the nota-
t ions introduced before L e m m a 1.1. W e further denote b y J 7 the space 
E®K and b y n the degree of p as a po lynomia l of K[tx]. Of course 
(i) =>(ii) is again t r i v i a l . 
(ii) => (i): W e f irst assume that it has inf inite ly many elements. We 
consider the cases n = 0 and n > 0 separately. Assume f irst n = 0. We 
have a decomposit ion f(t) =p(t')h(t) i n k[t]. We choose an element c 
i n k such that p{V) does not divide A(c, t') in k[tf]. This is possible since k 
.is inf inite. (Eegard the image of h(t) i n |A'[/,]/(^))[f1].) Since p{t')h{t) 
is a norm of J P ® - B L ( ^ ) we obta in by the principle of subst i tut ion (Corol-
lary 2.5 (ii)) that p{t')h(c, f) is a norm of F. Since by induc t i on hypo-
thesis also Corol lar j ' 1.3 is true for (r—1) variables, we obta in that p(tr) 
is a norm of F and a fort ior i of i ? ®7f (/ 1 ) . 
Assume now n> 0. W e denote by a(/')t-A[/'] the highest coefficient 
of p as a po lynomia l i n K[tx] and by p(tx) the normed po lynomia l a~lp 
of K[tx]. B y the settled case r = 1 we know that p (^i)-is a n o r m of J 7 ® E (fx), 
hence 
(B) (P )®(2P®JK : (/ 1 ) ) ^ ( a . ) ® ^ ® / ! ^ ) ) . 
Thus it suffices to show that a(t') is a norm of F. Le t rr(/') be an arb i t rary 
irreducible normed po lynomia l i n k[t'\. which divide a(f) w i th an odd 
power (if there is any such n). We shall show -lit'jeS (F). Since a(t') is 
normed it then w i l l be clear that a{t')€X(F). 
7i does not d iv ide a l l coefficients of p(i) considered as a po lynomia l 
i n tx over k [ f ] . Thus , since k is inf inite, we f ind an element c i n k such 
that it does not d iv ide the po lynomia l p{c. /'). in £[/']. B y the pr inciple 
of substi 
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(0) lp{c,t'))®F &(a{t'))®F, 
i.e. a(t')p{eit')€X(F). Since n(t') divides th is po lynomia l w i th an odd 
power we obta in by induct ion hypothesis that n is a no rm of F. This 
completes the proof of (ii)=>(i) if k is inf inite. 
I f now k is f inite we consider the f ield L = k(u) w i t h one indeter-
minate u. A p p l y i n g (ii) =>(i) to the space E®L and p,f as polynomials i n 
Z[t] we obta in that p is a norm of E®L. Then we see b y the pr inciple 
of subst i tut ion, e.g. specializing. « ' t o 0, that p is also a no rm of E. 
We now prove ( i )o ( i i i ) for r variables. I f p does not depend on the 
variable tt we are through by induct ion hypothesis, since the f ield k(p) 
corresponding to p as a po lynomia l i n k[t] is a pure ly transcendental 
extension of the field kip)' corresponding to p as a po lynomia l i n k[t']. 
Thus we may assume 'c\egxp> 0 . We use the letters i f , F, a>p i n the 
same meaning as i n the proof of ( i )o ( i i ) . 
(i) =>(iii): B y L e m m a 4 .1 a(t') is a no rm of F. Thus p = a~lp is a norm 
of F®K(t1). F r o m the case r = 1 we obta in F®K(p) ~ 0. Not ice that 
K(p) = k(p) and F®K(p) = E®k(p). 
(iii) =>(i): We know from the case r == 1 that ^ is a no rm of J?7®Z(^1) 
-=?E®k(t). Thus a(//)jp(t)6A T(£®fc(t)). B y the impl i ca t ion (ii)=>(i) 
already proved for r variables we obta in p(t)*X {E®k(t)). This finishes 
the proof of Theorem 4 .2 . 
B e m a r k . I n the case that char ft =F 2 and is a quadrat ic form the 
impl i ca t ion (iii)=>(i) of Theorem 4 .2 has been used as a fundamental 
t r i ck by Arason-Pf is ter [ 1 ] and E l m a n - L a m [ 5 ] , A rason and Pfister 
give i n this case a proof of (iii)=>(i) entirely different f rom our methods. 
I t wou ld be interesting to prove a statement s imi lar to Theorem 4.2 
for quadrat ic spaces or modules if char k = 2 . The ma in obstacle seems 
to be, tha t no theorem analogous to the exact sequence (A) above is 
known. I on ly can state 
P R O P O S I T I O N 4 .4 . Assume E is a quadratic module over k and f(t) is 
a square free polynomial in k[t] which is a norm of E®k(t). Then for every 
irreducible polynomial p(t)€k[t] which divides f(t) and is separable, i.e. 
rlp/dti 0 for at least one variable t(, we have 
E®k(p) ^ I x 
0 1 
1 0 
±s x [0] 
with some I ^ 0 and s > 0 . 
P r o o f . Le t rf denote the image of tj i n k(p). I f dpjdti ^ 0 then cer-
ta in ly p does not divide dpldt^ thus (dp/dt^ir) # 0. for r = (r19 r r ) . 
Since / is square free Ave obtain f(r) = 0 and [dfjdti)(x) ^ 0. W e have 
ifjfl 
nil 
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a decomposition 
0 1 
E®k{p) ^ l x ±sx[0]±G 
1 0 
w i t h some anisotropic module G over k(p) which up to isomorphy is 
uniquely determined b y E. Assume G # 0. Le t u = (u19 ur) denote 
a set of r indeterminates over k(p). Clear ly f(u) is a norm of E®k(p)(u) 
and thus also of G®k(p)(u). A p p l y i n g Propos i t ion 3.5 i n the special case 
m = 1 we easily obta in a contradict ion. Thus G = 0. q.e.d. 
Theorem 4.2 gives for an anisotropic bi l inear space E a characteri-
zat ion of the irreducible normed polynomials p(t) such that E®k(p) ~ 0. 
The reader might ask for a similar characterizat ion of those normed 
irreducible p(t) such that E®k(p) is isotropic. This has been g iven b y 
W i t t [19]. I want to recal l his result i n a way similar to Theorem 4.2. 
L e t q(X17 Xn)ek[Xly Xn] denote an anisotropic quadrat ic 
fo rm i n an arb i t rary number n of variables X{ over an arb i t rary f ie ld k. 
L e t t = (t17 tr) be another set of variables. We consider the subgroup 
Gt(q) of k(t) wh ich is generated b y a l l polynomials g(t)ek[t] such that 
g(t) = q(fi(t)j ..., fn(t)) w i th polynomials f{(t) whose greatest common 
divisor is 1. 
T H E O R E M 4.5. For a normed irreducible polynomial p(t) in k[t] the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) p(t)eGt(q). 
(ii) There exists a polynomial f(t) in Gt(q) which.is divided by p(t). 
(in) q®k(p) is isotropic. 
I n fact, W i t t states the equivalence of (i) and (iii) only for r = 1, 
bu t his argument is va l i d for arb i t rary r. 
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